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1 Summary
Simulations in SIMEX are now interoperable. The simulation platform simex platform [1, 2, 3],
publicly available from https://www.github.com/eucall-software/simex platform under the condi-
tions of the open source license GPL-v3 [4], enables start–to–end simulations of various types
of photon experiments using different sources (X–ray free electron lasers, synchrotrons, optical
lasers), different means of photon propagation from the source to the sample (coherent wavefront
propagation, x–ray tracing), various types of photon matter interaction (particle–in–cell, radiation–
hydrodynamics, molecular dynamics, continuumplasma theory), signal generation (coherent diffrac-
tion from plasma and non–plasma samples, inelastic scattering, x–ray absorption spectroscopy)
and detector simulations.
Details and use cases, demonstrating how the various simulation modules can be used in an
interoperable and interchangeable way are given in the Milestone document M4.2 [5] and Deliver-
able Report D4.3 [6]. In particular, use of custom as well as generic metadata standards and data
formats facilitate the transfer of simulation data between modules, which fulfills the requirement
of “interoperability”.
Modules are interchangeable, e.g. a coherent diffraction imaging experiment for a molecular
sample can be altered into a diffraction experiment for a crystalline sample by switching just one
simulation module, the signal generator. These and other applications are also demonstrated
in online tutorials, located on the wiki pages of simex platform at https://www.github.com/eucall-
software/simex platform/wiki.
The release of version 0.3.3 of simex platform [7] marks the project milestone M4.3.
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